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it{F?TJIT!lq(?FI.ASER DRIVERS FOR INERTIAL CONFINENENT FUSION

by

t~ugme E. Stark, Jr.

LrrsAl[lmos Scit?nt.ificLal)oratory*
Los Alarm, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT

TIII*r~qllir~ments ,Ind primary tradeoffs on laser
driver% for ICF are .tiscussecl. The status of drivers.
tcchnnl!~qy requirements and projections of future are
di’;cu~sfr[l.
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TABIE I

LASER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS FOR ICF

Pulse Energy
Pulse Length
Repetition Rate
Efficiency-P~ll:?t Gain Product

Efficiency
Beam Focus~bility
Pr~ssllrl?Intrrface
Prepulse Energy
Tim? 13etwm?nMajor Shutdowns

:: :o”is
1 - 40 Hz
2 (fusion-fission)
10 (pure fusion)
> 5A
to hrr
to 0.1 torr in reactor chamber
10 mJ
1 year

considl”ratiorlJ of recirculating power requirements. The efficiency

requirement is not ab.mlute, but is highly desirable based on predictions of

the variation of (?lcctric power costs with driver efficiency.

The prim,~ry trad~off issues involve vs. Q, capital cost versus

efficiency t.hurel,~tive advantagm of the laser wavelength. and design issu.s

of capit.11 vt!r\Iist)pl’r.llt.ingcosts an{i relidlility. Ilecause there may be (~

limit. ku th~l,KCI?III.,IIIII?Inicmcxplosion {mcrgy release in m ICF reackor, there

mu,y I)*!iJ I imI1. orI t.ho llcci?pt.llhlt~pd Ilot ga in t), SO thdt (lbsolute laser

efficiency III,iyIN? .lrlimport.,ult. factor. L~ser system typically have J strong

trmhwt’1 !)l’tw,’,’11rystlwl cost ,Irld~?tficierl[”.y,so th(lt this is w’r important

issuo irl●;.vs!.iw:l!tl+iqn. Wllvt’ll~ngLhissul’swill not ho discussmi in dt?tdil in

this p,IINiI-,11111it sllollldIM? rtot.(vlLhdt rl!ltltiv[~porformar?cl! in driving

poi loL:; i% 1:111~’1’1],1 tr,~(hwff issue which must Iw weighi?d agdinst drive

efticlwl~y, I:III;!.,Irl(l)1’li,lhilit,y, Cnst/P(?lildJility issws htlvo not hem

studil~llin (!t’1lil i~lr.l,~s~~t.(Ir-lvt!r:;,lndwill r~l]lhc discussml turtht’r.

Tht’ illl.i,lt’ (:,,lrl, tl,l,ltli ],15 ,rr Iod,loy ,Iw (X);T ,v;d KrF: th[?ir s~’ltll~,

pr[].ji’ctillfl’;,IfIillll[-llrll)ll)[ly,Irp I.Iw primdry suhjxt. of this pdpurm Th Is,.
Irlformlll.i(l~l1)11IlilIi:Iporl,1pr’,~vi[lll!; 1r~tllltlvlIliscu$siorl,
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(maximum theoretical ) efficiency of 40%, with 30% demonstrated in ?s-scale

operation. Repetition rates of several hundred Hz have been demonstrated.

The status of the C02 laser is best illustrated by the Helios laser at

Los Alamos. In Helios, eight electric discharge regions, driven by a

short-pulse laser front end, produce a total of 10 KJ of energy at the 10.6?m

wavelength, in a lns pulse with an efficiency of Z. The operational

parameters of the Helios amplifiers are given in Table II. The keys to

efficient operation of Helios are the use of an external electron beam to

control the electric discharge for optimum laser excitation and the triple

optical path through the laser gas, allowing the Power Amplifier Module (PAM)

to serve as both preamplifier and p~er a~lifier.

The next-generation C02 laser is Antares, currently under construction

at a 40KJ energy level but originally designed to achieve 1.(3OKJin a Ins

pulse. This laser employs an annular geometry, with an electron gun in the

middle of the PAM and segmented gain regions in an annulus around the e-guns.

In the context of this Conference, the Antares technology is more similar to

that of a single-pulse research-oriented machine than to the efficient,

repetitive systems required

A. Future Systems

Several major studies

of future C02 systems.

for commercial power production.

have lmcrI conducted on the cost dnd configuration

One by the Avco-Everett Research Lab2 forms the

basis for this discussion of Fut,urc systems. This stiidydeveloped a reference

design for a comnerci~l class system and permitted the construction of cost

estimates for various technology choices. Note that the quoted costs are

;intended to be relative and arc bnsed on mature-technology “nth copy” rather

than “first of d kind” cost qstitn~tes.

TAlllE 11
HELIOS OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS

Gas M;xturc CO , N?, He, 3/1/4/1 ratio,
l&10 tow pressure

Discharge 200Kv, loA/cm~ 3?5 durntin ,
Ycontrnllod by 300Kv, lA/cm

elcctrnn boarn loniz~tlon.

Dimensions 34cm squarp nptlcal aperture.
2m lony
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,WO factors had a stron9 influence on the de~19n concePt:7

Because repetitive operation requires gas flm and cooling, and because
the major efficiency losses in gas fl~ arise from turning the gas
flm, a large wind-tunnel-like design was proposed, Fig. 1.

Because U)? is a storage laser, the P~er llnpl~fier energy is not
available In a single Ins pulse; therefore, the l-ns pulse was
propagated fmr times through the amplifier, with interpass delays of
several hundred nanoseconds.

This system concept was sized and costed for various combinations of

several other inportant factors --the repetition rate, the laser gas pressure

and the choice of pressure interface window. Predicted costs and efflc:encies

are presented in Table III.

In the Avco design, typical PAM parameters are:

lMV discharge voltage

3.3m long moptical direction

1.6m wide electric discharge direction

3m high or,gas flm direction

4?s electrical pulse length 90.5 atm)

The discharge voltage was chosen as high as practicable under reasonable

technology forecasts. The height in the gas flow directim decreased at the

higher repetition rates in order to minimize ga~ flow paer consumption. The

desired electrical pulse length varied inversely with the laser pressure, due

to faster molecular kinetics at higher pressures.

TABLE 111
C05TS AND EFFICIENCIES OF 1.2MJ C07 LASER FOR
VARIOUS REPETITION RATES ANO DESIGN CHOICES

Gas Repetition Aerr)windows Salt Uindows
Pressure Rate cost Efflcicncy cost Efficiency

(atm) (Hz) ($ Mi!lion) (%) ($ Miilion) (%)

0.5 2 229 6.04 26(? 8.09

0.5 10 263 7.52 303 8.03

0.5 40 550 0.13 5% 8.16

1.0 10 132 7.6 168 8.3

1.0 40 308 8.5 353 8.5
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0. Key Technologies——..
The results in Table 111 focus attention on the key technology issues for

the C02 laser.

1. Pulsed Power. It is clear from Table 111 that higher pressures are.—

advantageous in both cost ~nd efficiency; however, a latm pressure required an

electrical pulse length of 2US. These ~dvantages result primarily from the

fact that higher-pressure PAMs produce more laser energy per unit volume (

pressure) and hence hrve lower capital costs and less gas flow losses.

There are, however, serious auestions on the viability of the shorter

electrical puls~ technology. 1A pulsed power system based upon thyration

switching and pulse transformers is assumea for electrical lengths 7.4VS, and

it is predicted that this combination is feasible with long lifetimes based on

today’s technology. Risetime and peak-current requirements become more

stringent for shorter electrical pulses, causing J design shift to

pulse-forming network coupled directly to the PAM, with spark-gap or

stacked-ignition switching. Because of limited spark-gap life and

uncertainties in use and triggering of series-stacked iqnitrons, the higher

pressure PAM option is viewed as risk iel, and the potential

developing long-life high-current canp]orlents for use at ‘?us pulse

clear from Table III.

2. Pr~ssur[+Interface Windows. The cost, efficiency,-—-—.--—- ——
feasibility of pressuru-interface windows are import,lnt factors.

Table 111 indicates a COSt advantage to aerodynamic windows and an

advantage to s,lltwindows, there are many issues to be resolved.

Salt (NaCl) windows consume no power, but have cost

payoff of

lengths is

life and

Although

efficiency

and size

limitations. Their life is uncurtain but their ~dvant~ges strengthen ~t high

pressures, whi~tl increase the power consumption of aerodynamic windows. The

Avco stu(lv ,issumod stat~-nf-the-art NaCl windows arranged in a mosaic to

achlevc the dzsirlwl size, with an energy loading nf lJ/cm2, half the design

point of prl’’;tqnt‘Iingll!-pu!sesystems. The primdt.y isslws ~rc the life of

Salt flat% aIId thv d)llity to rnairltdlrl spatial coh~!rencl?of d lt15W PUISI’ as

it propdg,ltcs I.hrough~ segment~d window.

Aerodynamic windows can be viewed as regions [If curv~?d gas flow, in which

the C(’!ntrifuq,llf[)r~~ ~f the ~Llrvp(l flow can Support d prt?ssurltdifff!rencr!.
acrofs the tlow. Both supersonic and subsonic “wrowindows” havf? be{?n built,

typically In ~pi?rtur~s up to 10cm dcrossm Their prior dppllrdtions hav(! hm?n

in systems In whi~ the total mass fiow of gas must h? minimizwl: these



windows consume

minimize power
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large powers. Estimates based on reoptimizing aerowindovs to

consumption give -15 - 30MW per square meter of aperture per

atmosphere of pressure difference. The estimates in Table 111 use the lower

figure. Because ot this high power consumption, the Avco design with

aerowindows utilizes a single aerowindow of .6m2 aperture for the entire

laser: beams fran the various PAMs are sent through at different times and

angles to prevent gas breakdown. The critical issues are the scaling of

aerowindows try- two orders of magnitude in area from present sizes, redesign

to minimize power consumption, and the actual laser fluence limit in

preventing laser-induced gas breakdown.

Other Issues. Because the C02.. laser has proceeded through several

generations of short-pulse systems, the future technology issues reflect

primarily the requirements for relia~le, efficient, repetitive operation. The

scaling of atmospheric-pressure discharge to square-meter and larger

apertures, and the value of an imposed magnetic field, is an important issue.

Although micranachined copper-surface mirrors appear to meet the efficiency

and lifetime requirements, work is required in the cool i,lgof mirrors under

repetitive n:ler,ltion.

design of integrated

beam-qual ity-corr~:cting

denSity fluctu,llions

There is a wide fif?ld of exploration required in the

optical systems, involving automatic alignment and

optics . Concepts for control of temperatures and

n gase~ must be engineered to prevent laser beam

focuzability degriiidtinn by ran!lcm gas fluctuations. Advances are required In

the lif~ of electron-beam foil windows, through which t!le

di-charge-contro llingelectron beams pass.

The Future. [n the ilevelr)pnentof [CF, a megajouse-cl~ss single-pu!se

C02 las~r will be needed if C02 remains a viable canciidatf?. It is

expectwl that .iisch~rql!-sculling ,~nd efficient energy extraction studies will

influence its d~%iqrl markedly, 5011W of the technology requircmentc are bclng

addressed for Jthl!r ilpplic~tions, hut a canprt?hensive program to develop the

cf+ Iaspr’s pntl?rltitllas dn [CF driver will Iickely dwait a niltiflndl

comnitmcnt to ~ repetitively op~r~ted facility, e.g., an Enq~nnering Test

Facility.

11!. TIIEKRYPTON FLLK)RIDE LASER

[n th~ presl~ncl.of an energ{?tic ell?ctron beam, krypt.nn ~nd fluorine cdn

form a br)md, i?xcitlpdmot(?ctile:
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e+Kp>Kr++2e
e+ F2*F-+F
Kr+ + F- ● KrF*

The excited KrF nmlecule has a high probability of dissociating by emission of

one photon, so this process populates the upper laser level and atomic

repulsion destroys the lower laser level, thus allowing optical gain. 3 The

KrF laser operates at 0.249um, considered by many to be an ideal wavelength to

drive ICF pellets.

‘n’ike co2’ the i(rF laser is not a storage laser; the spontaneous

lifetime of KrF* is 3ns, and this fact has a substantial impact on design

concepts for KrF. The theoretical efficiency limit is 24A, with 28

demonstrated and 8 - 10ii projected. Typical operating parameters are given in

Table IV.

Because the KrF* nmlecule lives only 3ns, there must always be a

saturating laser field present or energy and efficiency will be lost. There

is therefore a fundamental requirement that some pulse compression scheme be

employed to convert the 300ns system operation into ‘lOns pulses. One method

is optical angular multiplexing,
4

by which a sequence of 30 pulses, each

10ns long, saturates the amplifier in turn: because the pulses pass through

the amplifier at differeng angles, they will separate physically and can ~hen

be delayed to arrive simultaneously on a pellet.

A second compression scheme, which can he used in conjunction with the

first, is Raman puls~ compr,qssion.q This is a nonlinear process

occurs in d high-p-nssure methane cell. A high-power KrF laser puise

0.24!lwn) and a shorter, lower-power “stokes” pulse (~ = 0.768um)

against each other in the methane cell. Through the nonlinear

interaction, the shorter Stokes pulse depletes the oneryy in the laser

wh ich

(~ m “

trav~l

Raman

puise

as they travel past I%CIIother, thereby in effect compressing thl~ l~ser puise.

TABLE IV
TYPICAL KrF LASFR OPERATING PARAMLTLRS

Ar/i(rlF2
7OOI1OOIIO torr

Wltclqf? > mkv
current “~OA/cm2
puise Icnqth 3L)(lns

.
?eak ?owcr output 10 - 100 Mu/cln2
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There is a tradeoff between compression ratio and conversion efficiency which

is, e.g., 12 x compression at 50A or 8 x at 70A. An advantage of !?aman pulse

compression is its tolerance for low-optical-quality

removing some burden from the optics which precede it.

Yet another approach is to use one of these schemes

(e.g., 50ns, 2500 torr pressure) excitation, but

parameters remain to be proven.

The most advanced short-pulse KrF laser is RAPIER

laser pulses, thus

with a much shorter

severa i performance

at Livermore. 6 Its

present and planned Gperating ‘arameters are given in Table V. At present,

the KrF development work is decoupled from the ICF pellet physics work,

because the latter can proceed with frequency-tripled or-quadrupled light from

Nd-glass lasers.

A. Future Systems.

Several recent studies have addressed megajoule-class KrF laser design

concepts. These studies have included pure angular multiplex and hybrid

multiplex/Raman compression systems. 7,8

The Sttidy which addressed near-commercial-class requirements was

cond~cted hy Livermore, Bechtel, PI and Hughes Aircraft. Aimed at an

Engineering Test Facility design, this study developed a concept to produc~

1.5MJ, deliverable in 20ns, operating at 2Hz with an estimated efficiency of

2A and life of 107 pulses. The design calls for 14 PAMs, with

chiJrdcteristicL giver] in Table V1. A si~gl~ methane cel

optical aperture of 3.3 x 11.6m provides a 5X pulse

efficiency for all the laser pulses. A plllse-forming

electrical excitation ,IfidPack PAM has a laser gas flow

1 ISm ?ong with an

compression at 130A

line provides the

loop. The optical

Froltt End Output

A Amplit’ier
volume
excit.dtion

Outpllt

B Amplifier (pl~nned)
OUtplJt gOdt

windows are Supr2sil, l(lcm thick, with four lm x lm windows in a square array

on each end of edch PAM. System mirrors drp dielectric-coated .illlminum,

TABLE V
RAPIER PARAMETERS

lJ in X)ns

5 liters
two oppotinq ~+lectron-hedl,n
guns, l=ach 300kV. iOOA/cm~
15J m 7(Mz 2-pulsP multiplrx

200Jm 50ns; 100Jm Stokrs pulse
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TABLE VI
KrF PAM PARAMETERS

Dimensions

Excitation
electron beam

optical

Energy Output
B. Key Issues.—- .

Because present-generation

both fundamental and technolog

level .

1. Optics. Laser damage

in long
2m x 2m aperture

1. 3MV
25 A/cm2
400ns duration
Four 100ns
pulses amplified

160KJ

KrF KF systems produce only ‘IOJ, there are

cal izsues in scaling them to the megajoule

to optical elements is an important issu?.

Because ~f the short wavelength, multilayer dielectric coatings are required

to achieve high-reflectivity mirrors and highly transmissive windows. The

highest singl~-pulst? damage thresholds, for 22ns pulses, are 3.5J/cm2 for

reflectors and 10.8J/cm2 for
~

windows. The damage mechanism is

electric-field dependent. Window size limits of 0.5 to Ire-diameter are

projected, and the application of uniform dielectric coatings over such areas

is an issue. The effect of fluorine on the optical elements must be

considered.

2. Oischarw Scdlahility.—. —— —
significant Jmounts of amplified

power to the Ias(!rpulsP output.

The short lifetime of KrF* produces

spontaneous emission (ASE), comparable in

Control of ASE and pdrasite oscillations is

neCeSSdry to rnaint,linrystpm pffi~jency ,~ntj to

destroying thp p~ll(~t. Magnetic fields will be

the electron-beam excitation. Survivdl of the

are a grcdt~r iszue $Cre than with ~~2 be~,lus~

entire excit.i~t.ion.Gret~tp:.understanrlinq of the

prf?v~nt prepulse energy from

newl~d to control pinching of

l:lectt-onqun dncl foil window

the electron gun provides the

fundamental KrF kineticz will

be required to permit optimization ~nd predict.ioc of PAM perfl:rmance in larger

sizes.

3. ‘!lls~d P9wPr. This system uses ~ Marx-grn%rat.or source, which— .........- _
charql;~ (In irit~~rm(j~iiat(.-st.tiraqe(-2us) water-insulated line, which in turn

drives ~ fdst pulse-fnrrninq llne. Gas switcht!s are assl)med, but such

high-power rwitch[!s ~rr only in ,!evelopment for singl~-shot operation only.

The short excitation pulses require low--jitter \witches for correct timing.
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New devel~Jpments in electron-beam cathodes (Maxwell’s carbon-felt cathode,

S3’S soark cathode), but long-lived electron-beam foils will require

development.

4. Other Issues. At the potential risk of greater

optically multiplexed PAMs may be considered, to avoid

complexity, 50-fold

the need for Raman

compression. Scaling ~nd improvement of Raman compressor performance will

require the ;suppression of ~ther nonlinear processes, e.g., the power loss to

the second-Stokes frequency. Especially in highly-multiplexed KrF systems,

there is a potential for optical “crosstalk” between angularly adjacent beams,

which could generate unwanted prepulse or parasitic energy. Any decrease in

the required laser pulse length would require greater pulse compressions,

hence a more complex optical system,,

IV. OTHER LASER CANDIDATES

The Xe Cl excimer laser is very similar to the KrF laser, with two

important exceptions: its wavelength is 308~in and its demonstrated intrinsic

efficiency is anly 5A. The wavelength may be an important advantage because

of an empirical 1° variation of laser damage thresholds on optical materials

in this wavelength region. There is a possibility that a thorough

investicjdtion of its kinetics will incicate improvements in efficiency, but Xe

Cl is clearly rt?c~iving less dttention than KrF.

The free-electron laserl” operates by passing a stream of bunched

electrms through a region Uf spatially-varying static magnetic field (a

“wiggler”). By controlling the electron energy, optical gain can be :reated

at any wavelength. Although only -1OA of the I?lectron energy can be converted

to laser energy, recovery of the unused laser energy might increase total

system etficienc:~ to -75A. Two applications of free-electron lasers to ICF

have been

Opticdlly

extract~fl

discussed. In one, rns-length laser pulses woJld be generated and

pump anothtv- laser medium, from which shorter pulses would be

to drivr the pellets. The other would use a pulsed accelerator,

e.g., d Bet~tron or induction linac, to provide a 600ns long electron beam.

This beam would be split into sixty 10-ns pulses, each of which would pass

through its nwn wiggll!t-,Iimed dirpctly dt the pt?llet. The economics and

technical cea~ibility of these possibilities remain uncertain.
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V. CONCLUSION

Uncertainties in both laser-pellet interaction physics and ultimte laser

technology and performance will prevent a near-term choice of the best laser

driver candidate for lCF. At the same time, significant light-ion-driven

experiments are planned and the heavy-ion-driver program will require pellet

physics tests. Thus, although the greatest uncertainties in ICF are in the

pellet physics area. we cannot assume that the “right” driver will nxist

without continuing the investigation of the major driver candidates.
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